The question is, how is an "important" difference tO be determined?
The mesolution of this pmoblem has been made more important by the increasing populamity of statistical appmoaches to questions of style and authorship.
Definitions of style from this point of view are based on notions of distinctiveness and consistencyin literary performance.
While distinctiveness appears to be the more important component of style, it is recognized that some consistency is necessary to lend significance to whatever feature might be distinctive.
The Deter,nination of Homogeneity For this discussion we define homogeneity as the similarity of parts of the whole with respect to certain In examining the raw results it may be clear at once that there is a meaningful difference among the counts or scopes.
If samples of 100 sentences were taken at random from each of two texts, and the mean lengths for the two samples were 20 words and W0 words, no one would hesitate to conclude that one text revealed a r'significantly" greater sentence length than the other. But if the figures were closer, say 27 and 33, more exact methods ape needed.
m It is a law of nature that a sample taken from a population will not always yield exactly the statistics of the populaTion, that on occasion even a large discrepancy will be found.
The extent to which sample values may be expected to vary from population values through chance alone is a subject of mathematical statistics, as is the extent to which two or more sample values from the same population will differ.
Language Statistics and Homogeneity
There is considerable data that demonstrates overall similarities in the frequencies of various units between samples from the same writer, fmom different writers, and even from different languages. This description has many parts. Ideas flourish.
Progress gives men hope.
Linguists study language.
We consider this false.
This was realized by others.
There a~e few days left. There seems to be no way to do this.
It is not easy to estimate this quantity.
It seems futile to try this. 2. These are works that embod 7 in the medium of language the esthetic values of the individual or the comBach, page I. A main be clause followed by a subte transitive clause:
M3---z[.
3.
The particular wa 7 of statin~ a theory of a language with which we shall be concerned has taken inspiration from modern logic. Bach, page 9. A main transitive clause with an embedded b_~e clause: M4(3).
4.
It is doubtful whether there are an 7 natural lansuases conformin~ to an 7 of these tTpes.
Bach, page 105.
A main it clause followed by subordinate there and transitive clauses: MEC4.
5. We set up terminall 7 discontinuous consZructions as continuous ones and then separate them.
Bach, page 120.
Two main transitive clauses: M4M4.
The coding of the original texts'was carried out "manually," that is, no computer program was written to convert Results for Bach We find that this type has its lowest frequencies in chapters 4 and 7. Theme is, then, no strong correlation between sentence types on the basis that they both contain passive clauses. Table 4 depicts the distmibution of clauses in Pike.
Bach and Pike Compared
As for Bach, the assumption that the chapters mepmesent random samples from one population must be mejected. As Pike's active and passive clauses are also more consistent, but with eight chapters it must be taken into account that
Bach has a greater opportunity to reveal inconsistency.
Bach appears to use slightly more b__ee clauses, many fewer active clauses, and somewhat more passive and it clauses.
The difference in the frequency of there clauses does not seem substantial.
A chi-square test comparing Bach's and Pike's clause totals yields a probability far less than .001. The results, given in Table 5 , clearly indicate the authors' different preferences, but at the same time theme are marked similarities in their frequency of usage of some types, for example the M34 and M43 types. We must remember that Bach's most common sentence types were shown to be strongly non-homogeneous, and thus the data in Table 5 cannot be regarded as highly predictive of the performance to be found in other Bach samples. Because of this great internal inconsistency a chi-square test was not carried out on the data in Table 5 .
I Conclusions
This study has produced, we believe, much useful and interesting data which leads to several major conclusions about the nature of language performance.
The first conclusion is that the model of a writer producing language by drawing samples of linguistic units at random from a specific and unchanging population is untenable.
The evidence given here is strongly against such a model, but it is not certain whether the difficulty with such a model is to be traced to non-random sampling from a constant population, or random sampling from a changing population, or non-random sampling from a changing population. Moreover, it is not clear how any one of the three alternative models could be demonstrated superior to any of the others, since there seems to be no way to distinguish empirically between the effects of nonrandom sampling and a changing population.
The random sample-uniform population (RSUP) model for a single writer appears to be the foundation for many studies in statistical stylistics and linguistics, although this is often not expressed in any explicit way.
These studies are designed as follows. For the index of contextuality a higher value means less uniformity for the feature, while a higher value for the rejection size means more uniformity. 
